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Abstract: Natural convection heat transfer enhancement from the heat sinks with the help of extended 

surfaces, or fins as they are widely known, had been researched extensively for parameters like variation of 

fin geometry, the relative positioning between the fins, orientation of fins e.t.c. However, there had been very 

limited research towards split-fin approaches for natural convection heat transfer enhancement. This work 

focused on investigating the influence of splitting pin-fins on the heat transfer rate from the heat sink. Four 

configurations of split distance were studied for varying operating conditions. The results from the split pin-

fins were compared against the solid pin-fin. It was observed that by introducing the split in the pin-fins, the 

heat transfer rate increases significantly. This could be attributed to a) the increased surface area for heat 

transfer b) flow turbulence created by the split arrangement. The study was conducted by both experimental 

and CFD simulation approaches. ANSYS FLUENT was employed for the CFD simulations. A good 

correlation between these approaches had been observed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Most Heat Sinks uses Plate fins or Pin fins to increase the heat transfer rate. Various researches had been focused on 

such fins. However, when the Pin fins were to be split, it results in two semi-cylindrical fins. Here, the surface area 

that was available for the heat transfer increases as compared to continuous Pin fins. Besides, the distance between 

them also permits for further fluid motion. Overall, this might result in better heat transfer characteristics.  

 

Solid Pin-fins                        Split Pin-fins 

Fig.1 Schematic Comparison of Continuous Pin-fins and Split Pin-fins 

 

Based on the available literature, there had been no research towards the split pin-fins under the natural convection 

flow regime. The research had been focused on the impact of the split-distance [clearance] between the fins on the 

heat transfer performance of the system. Also, the research objective included studying these effects over a wide 

range of thermal conditions in order to assess the applicability of such fin designs for the Heat Sinks. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Younghwan and Sung Jin Kim 
[1]

 had developed an analytical co-relation to compare the performances of plate-fin 

and pin-fin on a vertically oriented heat sink. Their analytical expression was validated experimentally. An  
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analytical model for steady state natural convection in iso-thermal vertical ducts of arbitrary shape was developed by 

M.M. Yovanovich
[2]

. By combining the asymptotic solutions for fully developed flow and developing- boundary 

layer flow, an expression was derived. This was found to be applicable for the entire range of modified Rayleigh 

Number.The natural convection heat transfer from a vertically placed heat sink was studied by Mehran Ahmedi
[3]

. 

In this study, the fins were of plate-fin. The 2-dimensional CFD simulation results, performed using ANSYS 

FLUENT, were found to be in good agreement with the experimental results. A triangular fin for natural convection 

heat transfer from the vertical hot plate was investigated by Hamid Reza Goshayeshi
[4]

. Their work involved both 

experimental and numerical analysis; They had observed the reduction in heat transfer resistance as fin spacing was 

increased; SyeedJishan Ali 
[5]

 had investigated the heat transfer enhancement using un-notched fins and inverted 

notched fins. Jin-CherngShyu
[6]

 had investigated the orientation effects of plate-fin array in LED back light panel. 

The tilted angle of the LED was varied from 0° to 180° with an interval of 30°. Donald W Mueller Jr 
[7]

 had 

approached the natural convection with the consideration of a long rod, of circular cross-section, with one side of the 

fin at an elevated temperature. Mahdi Fahiminia
[8]

 had studied the natural convection heat transfer mechanism for 

the computer heat sink cooling application. In their study, six types of heat sink designs were investigated for 

parameters such as fin thickness, inter-fin gap and the fin shape. Avram Bar-Cohen 
[9]

 had studied optimum heat 

transfer rate from plate-fins under natural convective heat transfer with the objective of least fin material. In their 

optimization study, Ana Christina Avelar
[10]

 had used numerical and experimental analysis to find the optimal fin 

spacing between heated vertical plates. A.Giri
[12]

 had developed a mathematical formulation that governs the natural 

convection heat and mass transfer over the vertical fin array with the shroud with an application for low temperature 

application such as air-conditioning.Saurabh D. Bahadure
[13]

 had investigated the effect of perforations on pin-fins 

under the natural convection field. The authors had varied the perforations, fin material in their study. The increased 

surface area due to the fin perforations resulted in high heat transfer rate. Shivdas S Kharche
[14]

 had compared the 

fin array with and without notches under the natural convection conditions. A comparison of fin performance – in 

terms of heat transfer rate – between triangular shaped fins and rectangular shaped fins were made by Sandhya 

Mirapalli
[15]

. Murtadha Ahmed 
[16]

 had investigated the influence of heat input and the fin geometry – in terms of 

perforations – over the thermal performance of fins. Based on their results, they conclude that the addition of 

perforation on the fins improve the heat transfer characteristics as compared to the solid fins. This had been 

observed in both plate-fins and the pin-fins. The turbulence induced by the fins of V-Shape was expected to increase 

the heat transfer rate as compared to other fin types and was studied experimentally by M. J. Sable 
[17]

 for four 

configurations of fins – Plain vertical plate, vertical fin array, V fin array with 20 mm spacing, V fin array with fin 

height of 20 mm. The natural convection heat transfer characteristics surrounding an annular composite fin were 

studied analytically by Padma LochanNayak
[18]

. The authors had the MATLAB programs to solve the analytical 

equations.G. A. Ledezma
[19]

 had conducted experimental studies to optimize the vertical, rectangular fins under the 

laminar natural convection flow field (10
3
 ≤ Ra ≤ 10

6
). The impact of perforations on fins for the natural heat 

transfer enhancement was studied by Wadah Hussein 
[20]

 using the experimental methods. The number of 

perforations on the fins was varied from 24 to 56.  

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

A heat sink with a width of 120 mm and a height of 180 mm was considered in this research. The thickness of the 

heat sink was 10 mm. The heat sink contained 16 fins, having a height of 56 mm and a diameter of 30 mm, were 

arranged in a rectangular array as shown in fig 2.  

 

Fig.2 Fin Arrangements in Heat Sink 
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The split-distance between the pin-fins will be varied as per the following definition, Clearance Ratio CR = 

cSplitDist

DrFinDiamete

,

,

 

 Here, four clearance ratios [0.07, 0.10, 0.13 and 0.17] were investigated and the results were compared against the 

solid pin-fins. The lateral and transverse pitch of the fin arrangement was kept constant. In order to assess the 

performance of the Heat Sink over a wide range of operating conditions, the heat load on the system was varied.  

 

Split fin A [CR = 0.10]         Split fin B [CR = 0.13] 

 

Split fin C [CR = 0.13]        Split fin D [CR = 0.17] 

Fig.3 Fin configurations 

The heat load was characterized by the following expression, ΔT = ambientFin TT  , 𝐾. Heat loads of ΔT = 40, 60, 80 

and 100 K were imposed and the resulting flow and thermal fields were studied in this research work. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

 

The fins were assembled at the top of the „base-plate‟ with the respective position. Five thermocouples – as shown 

in the fig 4– were placed at the rear side of the „base-plate‟. This model was placed vertically in a static room.  

 

Fig.4 Experimental Set-up 
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With the help of Voltmeter and Ammeter, the heat input to the base plate was monitored.  

Table 1 Experimental Readings for Solid Pin Fins 

 

Heat Transfer Rate, Q, Watts 

Temperature Difference, K 
Solid Pin-fins 

Experiment CFD 

40 15.7 17.0 

60 25.0 27.4 

80 35.0 38.8 

100 45.2 50.2 

Table 2 Experimental Readings for Split-Pin Fins configurations 

 

Heat Transfer Rate, Q, Watts 

Temperature 

Difference, K 

Split Pin-fins A Split Pin-fins B Split Pin-fins C Split Pin-fins D 

Experiment Experiment Experiment Experiment 

40 16.7 17.2 17.5 20.1 

60 26.5 28.1 30.2 31.7 

80 38.0 39.4 42.8 48.0 

100 48.2 51.1 49.1 54.2 

 

V. CFD SIMULATION APPROACH 

 

The CFD methods solve the discretized governing equations (Navier Stokes equation) using numerical algorithms. 

The Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes, or popularly known as RANS, approach that was available in the 

commercial CFD solver ANSYS FLUENT was used. For creating the necessary geometry and the subsequent 

meshing operations were performed using the modules in ANSYS WorkBench. The simulation domain and a cross-

sectional view of meshes had been shown in fig3. 

 

Fin Surface Mesh 
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Cross Sectional View of Mesh 

Fig.5 Mesh images of computational volume 

In this project work, the heat conduction in the base plate and the fins along with convection heat transfer to the air 

were simulated. The heat sink walls were specified as „constant wall temperature‟ boundary conditions. This 

temperature gradient, between the heat sink wall and the atmosphere, ensured the fluid motion due to density 

difference. The remaining wall surfaces were modeled as adiabatic. While the bottom and top surfaces were 

modeled as flow inlet and flow outlet with atmospheric condition.  

VI. ASSUMPTIONS 

This research was undertaken to study the changes in the fluid motions surrounding the heat sink due to the splitting 

of fins. So, the radiation heat transfer, which might be significant in this temperature range, was not considered. 

The properties of air such as viscosity, thermal conductivity and specific heat might vary in these operating 

conditions. However, these properties were assumed to be constant in this research work. Also, the thermal 

conductivity of Aluminum and Air was considered as constant during the study. 

Steady-state natural convection CFD simulations were considered even though the transient effects under these 

working conditions might exist. 

VII. RESULTS & ANALYSIS 

In the figure 6, the heat transfer rate from the heat sink predicted from the experimental and the CFD simulations 

were plotted. These results were obtained for the solid-pin-fin configurations [without any splits]. There was close 

agreement in results between these approaches when the temperature difference between the atmosphere and heat 

sink were lower.  

 

Fig.6 Results validation for CFD simulations 
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As this temperature difference increases, the CFD simulations were over-predicting the heat transfer rate from the 

heat sink. A similar trend between the experimental data and the CFD results were observed for the remaining fin 

configurations. Since the difference between the experimental and CFD results were in the range of ~14%, it had 

been concluded as validation for the project work. 

Table 3 CFD Readings for Split-Pin Fins configurations 

Heat Transfer Rate, Q, Watts 

Temperature Difference, K 
Split Pin-fins A Split Pin-fins B Split Pin-fins C Split Pin-fins D 

CFD CFD CFD CFD 

40 18.4 19.1 19.9 22.2 

60 29.7 30.4 33.3 35.9 

80 41.9 43.4 47.5 51.2 

100 54.0 56.7 58.2 60.5 

 

 

 

Fig.7 Comparison of heat transfer rate predictions for all fin configurations 

In the Figure 7, the heat transfer rate from the heat sink from all the fin configurations was plotted for comparison. 

With the comparison of the solid-pin-fins, the heat transfer rate increases with the increase of split distance. This 

was evident with the marginal heat transfer enhancement for the split-fin-A and the substantial improvement for 

split-fin-C and split-fin-D.  

In the following figure 8, the comparison of heat transfer enhancement from the heat sinks between the „solid pin 

fins‟ and the „split pin fin D‟ had been made. The „split pin fin D‟ configuration provided 20 – 30% higher heat 

transfer rate as compared to the „solid pin fin‟. This had been a substantial improvement thermal performance by the 

split of fins. 

As the temperature difference between the atmosphere and the heat sink increases, the split fins provided higher heat 

transfer rate. 

 

Fig.8 Heat transfer enhancement due to fin splitting 
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The flow field surrounding the fins under the natural convection would typically involve counter-rotating vortices 

from the pin fins. This vortex motion would be modified in the presence of any neighboring fins. 

 

Fig.9 Velocity Contour lines surrounding solid pin fins 

However, there will be low velocity / stagnation zones at 180° from the stagnation point. Due to the lack of fluid 

motion in these areas, the heat removal will be minimal. This could be observed in figure 9.The images correspond 

to the operating condition of ΔT = 100 K. A similar flow and thermal profile was observed in remaining cases and 

hence were not repeated here. 

 

Fig.10 Velocity Contour lines surrounding solid pin fins 

Now, by splitting the fins, the fluid motion between the fins resulted in increased surface area for heat transfer.  

 

Fig.11 Velocity contour lines surrounding split pin fins 
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Also, this fluid movement prevented any low velocity / high temperature regions as mentioned earlier. The overall 

impact from these factors resulted in high heat transfer rate. 

 

VIII. OBSERVATIONS 

The thermal performance, in terms of heat transfer rate, of the heat sink was enhanced by splitting the fins with 

equal volume. 

The fluid motion in the clearance gap was observed. This had been attributed for enhanced heat transfer rate. 

The heat transfer rate from the heat sink was found to be increasing with the increase in the clearance gap [split 

distance]. 

A close agreement in results obtained by the experimental and CFD simulation approaches for this natural 

convection research work. 

Even though heat transfer rate was improved, this could be optimized by conducting further research on varying 

split distance. 
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